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Navigating a Downturn
Food and fuel subsidies don’t mix well with global inflation...Change with your customers as their needs evolve...Smart lessons for financial services firms...Protect expenditures for your strategic initiatives – they’re not discretionary...Helping employees balance all aspects of their lives can boost productivity...A slowdown gives you the time to improve your people’s team-building and other skills...To ride out tough times, tap the collective wisdom of your entire organization...Discounting might sacrifice your brand...Clean-energy technologies may brighten the world’s economic future.

35 HBR CASE STUDY
When Steve Becomes Stephanie
Loren Cary and Brian Elliot
Soon after being named to head up a major sales consolidation at LaSalle Chemical, Steve Ambler tells the head of HR that he intends to change his gender identity. While she’s still coming to grips with the news, a close colleague of Steve’s finds out and hits the roof. How can LaSalle help both employees — and others — through the transition? With case commentary by Linda E. Taylor, Ronald K. Andrews, and Stesha Goliaszewski.

99 TOOL KIT
Nudge Your Customers Toward Better Choices
Daniel G. Goldstein, Eric J. Johnson, Andreas Herrmann, and Mark Heitmann
When online retailers use standard shipping for all orders unless you choose rush delivery, or your company assumes a 401(k) contribution of zero unless you actively select otherwise, they’re setting default options for you – overtly or covertly guiding your choices. Management typically pays little attention to defaults – and in doing so, they put customer satisfaction at risk, expose themselves to liability, and leave money on the table.

107 BEST PRACTICE
The Global Entrepreneur
Daniel J. Isenberg
More and more start-ups are being born global. But going after opportunities created by distance and operating in several countries from day one are not for the faint of heart. New research reveals the skills that global entrepreneurs must master to succeed.
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Hothead Habit
Don Moyer
Displays of anger can help a caring leader inspire respect, even prove her authenticity. But volatility has its perils, including driving away today’s top talent.